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Journey to Perfection

Helikon-Tex® was established in Poland in 1983. During our first decade, our business activity was
primarily focused on the sale of military surplus equipment. In order to better serve the demands
of our customers, and for those customers to come, we started our own military/paramilitary
and outdoor clothing production in 1999. Our range is proof that the decision was right – we are
proud to offer you a wide range of uniforms, tactical clothing, backpacks and equipment that
have gained recognition among soldiers, policemen, law enforcement officers and survival and
outdoor enthusiasts all over the world.
At Helikon-Tex® we strive to deliver cutting edge designs by matching our enthusiasm for
perfection with demanding aficionados' expectations.

You're welcome to join us on our journey to perfection.

RIFLE CUSTOM BUILT BY BEN HETLAND

URBAN
LINE

Urban Line is our take on both the
challenges and routines of a modern
world – merging tactical, sporting and
EDC (every day carry) elements into one.
Pants, daypacks, light casual garments
– they are all oriented to give you sharp
looks and enough space to hold all your
daily stuff. ”Low Profile” is a rule we follow
with our new Urban Line designs.

UTL® POLO SHIRT
The UTL® Polo Shirt is made of thermoactive
polyester with TopCool® coating which keeps the
shirt dry & cool. To make it even more functional,
the button slat has an sunglasses loop, and left
sleeve has a small buttoned pocket. Intended to be
utilized in all climates.

WOMBAT Mk2® BAG
Wombat Mk2® is a light bag designed to pack a lot
of stuff into it – it would be an ideal kit bag, car
duffel or range bag. Durable fabrics and a carry strap
allow it to be carried in comfort. The featured
solutions allow individual compartmentalization of
the interior. There are four external zippered pockets
and one inset pocket with a velcro panel.

URBAN TACTICAL PANTS®
The Urban Tactical Pants® are the standard trouser
of the Urban Tactical Line®. By the cut and pocket
layout they retain a civilian enough appearance,
with the aim of maintaining the covert nature of the
wearer, visually. The UTP® design allows you to carry
tactical essentials, with body mechanics in mind.
The loads are carried close to center mass – around
hips and waist. The cargo pockets are situated close
to the hip-joint, which equates to less motion
during demanding movements and running. Elastic
fabric allows for ease and a comfortable full range of
motion in tactical environments.

TACTICAL T-SHIRT
The Tactical T-shirt wicks humidity and dries quickly
thanks to TopCool® Technology. Upper sleeve
pockets can hold small items and their loop hangers
are fit for sunglasses. Velcro panels allow the user
personalization of appearance.

URBAN TACTICAL SHORTS® 8,5''
The cut and pocket layout allow them to stay civilian
in appearance, not overtly tactical. By thoughtful
layout of the pockets, equipment can be placed
close center mass, around the hips and waist. The
design and cut of these shorts do not limit mobility
during demanding moments. They are the perfect
choice for a stifling hot summer day, or hours in the
gym.

URBAN TACTICAL SHORTS® 12''
Urban Tactical Shorts®. The cut and pocket layout
gives them a civilian enough look, but they retain
full tactical functionality. The UTS® design allows
them to contain all the tactical equipment of the
full-sized version, with the wearer’s anatomy and
body mechanics in mind as part of our standard
design process.

BASEBALL FOLDING CAP®
Our adjustable baseball cap is equipped with a set
of soft velcro panels for ID/morale patches and other
items. Intended for use in hot weather conditions.
The design and cut works with a variety of LE/Mil
headgear systems. Thanks to a preformed mobile
bill, it can be stowed away without permanently
altering the shape.

URBAN TRAINING BAG®
The Urban Training Bag® was designed to support
any sporting activities – whether training,
fitness, or martial arts. The UTB can serve as an
additional luggage piece, as the empty UTB® can
be compacted to a very small size. The handle and
bandoleer straps are routed under the whole bag to
enhance its durability.

COBRA® FC TACTICAL BELT
Cobra® FC belt is an outstandingly durable and
functional nylon belt, which fits all types of the
trousers featured in our catalog. Perfect fit for
everyday urban jungle use, as well as your everyday
tactical use.
WARNING: NOT A CLIMBING OR LIFE-SAVING
EQUIPMENT!

POSSUM® / BANDICOOT® WAISTPACK
The Bandicoot® medium-sized waist pack offers a number of
unique features in a smooth, low-profile package. The
spacious main chamber apart from a zippered mesh pocket
has a detachable Versatile Insert System®-compatible
organizer. Possum®, Bandicoot’s® little brother, is as versatile,
but more streamlined and compact. It still has two zippered
pockets (one on the blind side), and an Velcro ID panel, same
detachable hip belt/bandoleer, as well as MOLLE/PALS and an
internal zippered mesh pocket. Only the internal organizer is
non-removable which cuts the weight down but all the key
features are still there.

URBAN COURIER BAG®
The Urban Courier Bag is a classic messenger bag,
with features that match standard day-to-day
urban activities. The UCB makes an ideal bike bag,
student bag or just a bag you take on your way out
the door to work. This project puts a premium on
durability and esthetics of the fabrics used, while
numerous pockets allow the user to optimize the
functionality and overall experience with this bag.

RAIDER® BACKPACK
The Raider® is an advanced EDC (every day carry)
backpack for any occasion. The main chamber has a
velcro panel used to attach inserts compatible with
our Versatile Insert System®, an elastic band cuffed
pocket and a zippered one too. Two open top side
pockets can carry a windshirt or water bottle. The
front Beaver tail panel is capable of holding a biking
or tactical helmet.

BAIL OUT BAG®
Main advantage of the BOB® backpack is the ability
to transport it open while attached to the seat of a
vehicle. On separating from the seat, it morphs into
a discreet backpack. No external flashy “tacticool”
gizmos to attract the unwanted eye to the contents
or user. Inside, a special pocket holds a small seating
mat that may also be attached to the pack when
open to create a small shooter’s mat.

RANGE
LINE

We, at Helikon-Tex®, are shooting
sports enthusiasts and firearms tactics
practitioners. It’s no wonder that we
wanted to create a line with great clothing
and gear for the range. No matter if you’re
and IPSC champion, one-mile precision
shooter or just a guy or gal that shoots
for skill and fun, we have something new
for you in stock - from belts, gun bags and
range pants to shooter’s/sniper mats.

ACCURACY SHOOTING BAG®
Good bean bags are one of the basic precision
shooter’s tools. Weapon zeroing, long range
competition or tactical shooting – properly
matched shooting bags makes each of these tasks
a whole lot easier. The four (4) bag set is compatible
both for use with a precision rifle or tactical carbine,
be it AR or AK.

DESERT TECH HTI .50

BACKBLAST MAT®
This lightweight shooting mat is designed with
precision shooters in mind. When no longer needed,
it can be rolled into a small package, easily carried by
the handle or with the shoulder strap. Additionally,
the location of the shooter’s elbows and knees on
the mat are reinforced with anti-slip pads.

DESERT TECH HTI .50

HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS®
Hybrid Tactical Pants® are shooter-dedicated and
made of two fabrics: ripstop and softshell. This
innovative amalgamation results in an exceptionally
comfortable and durable product.

GGP 10.5'' LIGHT 5.56
G19-CUSTOM GGP SLIDE
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TRAINING MINI RIG®
The Training Mini Rig® is designed for people
who spend a lot of time at the shooting range
– instructors, shooting enthusiasts, competitive
shooters, etc. Our rig can accommodate a basic
load of magazines, additional ammunition, multitool, flashlight, etc. – all you need to support your
advanced and serious training sessions.
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RANGEMASTER GEAR BAG®
The Rangemaster Gear Bag® was designed for
shooting sports professionals, shooting enthusiasts
or any person that has to grab a bunch of stuff really
quick and have it organized. The bag was designed
to facilitate and promote compartmentalization of
the contents.

POLO RANGE®
The Polo Range® was designed by professional
shooters and it is intended for the range. The fabric
is supple to the touch and quick-drying. The sides
are covered with VersaStrech® covers, protecting the
area vulnerable to wear and tear from a gun belt
and belt-mounted equipment.

DOUBLE UPPER RIFLE BAG 18®
The Double Upper Rifle Bag 18® was designed to
securely and comfortably carry a scoped AR-style
rifle with an additional scoped upper, or two ARstyle SBRs or two AKs in basic configurations.

BASEBALL LOGO CAP®
Baseball hat with Helikon-Tex® logo and velcro
panels for easy personalization. The underside of
the bill is velour lined. Specially cut for hearing
protection comfort.

RANGE BEANIE CAP®
Based on the famous USMC Beanie, dedicated for
shooting sports. It has a small pocket at the back for
earplugs or similar small items. Made of grid fleece
which insulates and wicks humidity

SERVICE CASE®
This Service Case® for cleaning kits is used to
conform to the larger range bags. No matter, at
home or on the range, this is a dedicated cleaning
kit pocket with an organizer for cleaning rod, tips,
cleaning rags, oil bottle, tools, spares, and all
essential you-name-it items.

RANGE BAG®
The Range Bag® is a compact bag designed with
input from firearm professionals that holds as many
pistols and rifle magazines as practical. It features
universal magazine pouch inserts taking both
straight and “banana” style rifle magazines, as well
as many types of handgun mags. Our solution for a
kind of ‘workstation’ at the range.

BRASS ROLL® POUCH
The Brass Roll® Pouch is a simple dump bag, carried
on a belt or MOLLE/PALS platform. Even though it
was designed for empty mags, it will also take all
that would not fit into your pockets - extra ammo,
fired brass, stapler or gloves.

PISTOL | RIFLE
EXCERCISE / QUALIFICATION TARGET®
This is a defensive or practical pistol/rifle target. The
target images conform to the current qualification
standard for targets. There are shooting exercises
connected with each of the target fields, with a
point count and time limit set for execution.

SRT - ALPHA® TARGET
SRT-ALPHA® is an easy transportable target stand for
self-assembly, based on a folding target mount. The
whole system is easily assembled and maintained,
while the cover holds all the components of
the SRT® kit together for transport. The mount
was designed to hold not only the wooden spar
supporting the gong, but two additional side poles
to attach standard cardboard or paper targets.

COBRA COMPETITION RANGE BELT®
The Competition Cobra Range Belt® has been
designed for dynamic shooting sports, such as IPSC,
IDPA and 3GUN. This stiffened belt provides a more
stable platform for holsters and pouches worn
by the competitive shooter. The Cobra® buckle by
AustriAlpin® guarantees that this belt remains
fastened. The Competition Cobra Range Belt® may
be used as a standalone outer belt in connection
with the inner belt, non-slip Comfort Pad® and
suspenders – or go through the belt loops of the
pants in standard fashion.

COMPETITION INNER BELT®
An inner, stiffened belt lined with hook velcro,
designed to stabilize our RANGE and PATROL line
belts. This system conforms to IPSC regulations.
Overlapping with a velcro-closure – no buckle to
pinch after the outer belt is added. A reversed velcro
liner (hook pad on the inner belt, loop pad on the
outer) to reduce the garment damage risks.
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DOUBLE / SINGLE PISTOL WALLET®
Single Pistol Wallet® ideally protects a single handgun
from mechanical damage (scratching mainly), during
transport to the range. In the basic configuration it
carries one full-sized handgun and two magazines.
The Double Pistol Wallet® ideally protects two
handguns from mechanical damage (scratching
mainly), physical contact with other hard edged
objects carried in combination. This enlarged
configuration can carry two full-sized handguns and
up to three magazines.

PATROL
LINE

Patrol Line gives you a choice of best
MIL/LE field and combat type clothing,
including some specialized individual
camouflage solutions and uniform
accessories. Our idea is to combine and
supplement the elements of the Patrol
Line with other Helikon-Tex® lines – such
as Outback Line for inclement weather
conditions, Range for firearms training,
etc.

GUARDIAN CHEST RIG®
The Guardian Chest Rig® is a universal carry platform
used to accommodate a basic ammunition load and
necessary personal equipment. Designed to work
along with a backpack and belt kit, it optimizes the
configuration of your combat gear.

SPIKES TACTICAL PIPE HITTERS UNION RIFLE

RACCOON Mk2® BACKPACK
The Raccoon® backpack is a 20 Liter capacity pack
that is an optimal choice for everyday use, yet it is
absolutely enough for day hikes and tactical ops.

MEDICAL
LINE

Medical Line products come in different
shapes and sizes – from basic pocket
inserts to a vehicle med kit bag solution.
The layout and proposed contents of each
med kit are based on consultations by
professionals, and our intent is to make
these kits to supplemental all other
Helikon-Tex® Lines.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE MED KIT® POUCH
The Automotive Med Kit® Pouch was designed as
the main vehicular first aid kit. Its compact, flat form
allows it to be fit under the seats, in side door or
seat pockets, while a lack of sharp edges prevents
snagging or damage to the vehicle’s interior. The
Automotive Med Kit® is fit for range and tactical
training medical support.

POCKET MED INSERT®
The Pocket Med Insert® is a small, lightweight and flat
first aid kit that fits inside your pants pockets. It can
take basic items, like gloves, ICE Card, resuscitation
mask, plasters and dressings, a saline bottle or small
trauma shears.

MINI MED KIT®
The Mini Med Kit® is a simple pouch containing two
zippered mesh pockets. The kit was designed to
contain everyday medical essentials. The Mini Med
Kit® is so small, that you could carry it on your belt
for a day and not even notice it. It's also so simple
to use, that even children can take it with them to
school.

MODULAR INDIVIDUAL MED KIT®
Time and rescuer's safety matters for first
responders providing aid. Our Modular Individual
Med Kit® combines a bespoke pouch and our
Universal Med Insert. The Insert opens to the sides,
providing instant access to the contents organized
at user's discretion. Combined they allow the user
to set the basic first aid kit in a deliberate, optimal
layout – gloves, gauze, bandages, disinfectant and
trauma shears.

UNIVERSAL MED INSERT®
Universal Med Insert® allows the user to set the
basic first aid kit in a deliberate, optimal layout –
gloves, gauze, bandages, disinfectant and scissors.

OUTBACK
LINE

Outback Line is our technical clothing
and accessories conceptualization.
From baselayers through all intermediate
levels of insulation, for both dynamic
and static activities, to outer layers
including
windshirts,
softshells,
hardshells and Climashield® parkas.
Accessories developed for Outback Line
focus on travel, gear packing and outdoor
expeditions.

OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®
Outdoor Tactical Pants®. The fabric used is light,
elastic and breathable. It lends itself superbly for
outdoor activities. Protects from light rain and wind.
Dries quickly.

OUTDOOR TACTICAL SHORTS® 8,5''
Outdoor Tactical Shorts® are our best-selling pants,
a cut-down version. Full functionality of the Outdoor
Tactical Pants® in truncated size, perfect for
summertime

NAVTEL POUCH®
This medium size padded pouch for electronics
is designed to be worn vertically on a backpack
carrying strap or MOLLE/PALS platform. Holds
smartphones, GPS devices, writing utensils and
similar items.

PAKCELL SET®
Super lightweight and packable. Pakcells® are
designed to help organize and store garments and
gear while packing and travelling. They can be
stuffed into a backpack to have everything neatly
packed and compressed.

BUSHCRAFT
LINE

Hikers, hunters, wildlife enthusiasts and
photographers – they all appreciate a
solid, rugged and well-thought out gear
and garments. We have developed a
complete line of products that are useful
in the wild – a range of camping gear,
survival essentials, heavy duty, and
practical clothing that withstand wearand-tear and campfires much better than
high-tech garments.

BUSHCRAFT SATCHEL® BAG
The Bushcraft Satchel® is our general purpose field
bag. It may be used as a carry-all for a one-day
outing, or for your everyday urban activities.

ESSENTIAL KITBAG®
The Essential Kitbag® was designed to hold all
essential bushcraft/survival kit items. This bag
can hold a water bottle with cup, folding stove,
flashlight, compass, cord, sewing kit, etc. All of your
kit can be neatly organized in separate pockets

MATILDA BACKPACK®
The Matilda Backpack® is the functional universal
backpack inspired by that American classic – ALICE
backpack. Each external pocket has a back channel
and drawstring adjustable sleeve.

SWAGMAN ROLL® PONCHO LINER
The Swagman Roll® is a multifunction tool,
applicable wherever warm cover is required. You
can use it as a poncho liner or emergency sleeping
bag, a sleeping bag liner, or wrap yourself in it as if it
was a blanket. It’s perfect to line your hammock
with – or just wear it as a stand-alone long, warm
coat. It is made of Climashield® Apex™.

MORALE
LINE

Since the ancient times all warriors wanted
to display their colors – from brightly
painted knight shields, to personal
insignia painted on fighter aircraft – they
all tell the same story. That’s why our
Morale Line was created - to give you some
unique designs you can wear – from lowviz combat identification badges to bright
patches and shirts with logos and slogans.

T-SHIRT
Traditional printed T-shirts made of cotton, for men
and women.

SNAP HOOK KEYCHAIN®
Easy to use, safe key chain with a steel HK-style
Snaphook

PATCHES
PVC velcro patches are designed for easy
personalization on the battlefield or urban jungle.
There are various types and designs available.
By use of TPR (rubber) materials, they are extremely
durable. All come with Velcro-backing

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CHECK OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HELIKON-TEX.COM
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